A Query Understanding Framework for Earth Data Discovery
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Abstract: One longstanding complication with Earth data discovery involves understanding a user’s search intent from the input query. Most of the geospatial data portals use keyword-based match to search data. Little attention has focused on the spatial and temporal information from a query or understanding the query with ontology. No research in the geospatial domain has investigated user queries in a systematic way. Here, we propose a query understanding framework and apply it to fill the gap by better interpreting a user’s search intent for Earth data search engines and adopting knowledge that was mined from metadata and user query logs. The proposed query understanding tool contains four components: spatial and temporal parsing; concept recognition; Named Entity Recognition (NER); and, semantic query expansion. Spatial and temporal parsing detects the spatial bounding box and temporal range from a query. Concept recognition isolates clauses from free text and provides the search engine phrases instead of a list of words. Name entity recognition detects entities from the query, which inform the search engine to query the entities detected. The semantic query expansion module expands the original query by adding synonyms and acronyms to phrases in the query that was discovered from Web usage data and metadata. The four modules interact to parse a user’s query from multiple perspectives, with the goal of understanding the consumer’s quest intent for data. As a proof-of-concept, the framework is applied to oceanographic data discovery. It is demonstrated that the proposed framework accurately captures a user’s intent.
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1. Introduction

Effectively discovering Earth science data is challenging, given the data’s increased volume, decreased latency, and heterogeneity across a wide variety of domains [1]. One longstanding problem with Earth data discovery is interpreting a user’s search intent from the user’s input query. While Google has a “did you mean this …” feature and Amazon has the “search instead for …” capability, most geospatial search engines do not support such kind of search features. Geospatial search engines that rely on keyword-based match search strategy and lack the capability of phrase query. For example, the query “level 2” is converted to “level” or “2” to retrieve data and dataset containing either “level” or “2” will return to the searcher. However, the real intent of the user is to find the dataset of processing level 2. While humans understand the intent of a query, it is difficult for a machine to capture the
desired meaning, because user queries are just a list of words and they commonly have one or several of the following characteristics: incomplete sentences that are hard for machine’s syntax analysis; plethora of acronyms in-lieu of full-names; absence of semantic context; and, descriptions of the same object in different forms. Some geospatial data portals have made great efforts to boost their search capabilities by introducing advanced technologies from computer science domain or customized configurations, e.g., PO.DAAC data portal introduced “Google-like” query syntax to support phrase query with input query “level 2” [2]; GeoNetwork [3], an open-source, distributed spatial information management system, indexes geospatial data, and supports data discovery upon Lucene [4]. Relevant keywords will not be smashed apart in the indexing and searching process, with advanced configuration of indexed fields and search fields. Although these features optimize the search performance, it requires users to learn related syntax or understand the indexing workflow. Implicit knowledge hidden in metadata and Web usage data are extracted in our research to improve query understanding to meet this gap and reduce the workload of data consumers/publishers. Domain experts generate the metadata and they contain reliable terminologies in the domain. A query understanding framework is proposed to better interpret users’ search intents in Earth data search engines by analyzing metadata and user query logs with advanced Natural language processing algorithms to make good use of valuable query-related knowledge hidden in metadata and Web usage data [5–7]. The query understanding framework consists of four major steps: spatial and temporal parsing; concept recognition; named entity recognition (NER); and, semantic query expansion. With the four components, a user input query is rewritten to a new query, which helps a search engine capture a user’s search intents by (1) detecting spatial and temporal range of a query; (2) searching with concepts and their synonyms instead of independent words; and, (3) narrowing search scope with name entity being recognized from the query. An oceanographic data discovery portal is utilized for evaluating the utility of the query understanding framework.

2. Related Research

Earth data discovery has been an active research area in the past few years [8]. Many geospatial information data management portals have been deployed across the world to support interactive data access [9,10], e.g., the European space agency’s sentinel online data portal—Copernicus Open Access Hub [11], CIESIN, which serves data for climate, population, soil, etc. [12], the FAO GeoNetwork that contains data, like soil, population, and land use data from global to regional scale [13]. Some of the data portals support data discovery through utilizing distributed search and analytical engine, such as Lucene [4] and Elasticsearch [14], some are built upon comprehensive data portal platforms, such as GeoNetwork [3], GeoNode [15], and CKAN [16]. Various researches have focused on optimizing the search process, such as optimizing the search ranking of retrieved datasets [17], supporting reasoning with semantic ontologies [18,19], and providing query understanding [5], to further improve data search capability. Query understanding serves as a communication channel between users and the search engine before the search engine retrieves and ranks results, and in so doing tries to understand search queries and interpret the intent of a query through multiple methods (e.g., extraction of the semantic meaning of the searcher’s keywords [5,20]).

A few existing libraries are available for spatial and temporal parsing. For example, the Google Maps Geocoding API and CLAVIN [1] convert the location names into geographic coordinates. Stanford Temporal Tagger (SUTime) [5] tags the temporal component of a query. Some Earth data search engines have adopted CLAVIN and SUTime to parse the spatial and temporal range from user queries [7]. Wang, e.g., developed a fuzzy grammar and theory-based natural language user interface for spatial queries [21]. However, very few attempted to parse and tag the non-spatial and temporal components of the query syntax, which usually consists of entities, like geophysical variable, instrument name, and processing level. Phrase detection has been applied to large-scale natural language data processing in the search engine and data discovery community [22]. Named entity recognition has been used for learning dictionaries with minimal supervision [23]. Keyword-based
geospatial data search engines regard input queries as a bag of words without considering the order, and return results, including at least one word in the query. Advanced geospatial search engines that provide customized configurations or “Google-like” syntax require data consumers/publishers to learn relevant knowledge. We propose a method of phrase detection to address this challenge, and named entity recognition from user query by leveraging metadata and portal usage data.

In addition, a few Earth science researchers have been devoted to building semantic models or ontologies in the Geoscience domain to make domain knowledge computable, organizeable, and transparent in standard and formal structure. These semantic models include, but are not limited to, thesauri [24], glossaries [25], and the geospatial ontology Semantic Web for Earth and Environmental Terminology (SWEET) [26]. Taking SWEET, for example, it organizes high-level concepts and relations in the geospatial domain. Concepts and their relations in a knowledge base provide a valuable source for discovering the vocabulary linkages, which can be adopted for reasoning and smart search. However, most existing Earth Science ontologies are not useable in the current research, because the concepts in the ontologies do not cover or are inconsistent with terms in the metadata, since some strong and heavyweight ontologies are very high-level and not detailed enough and others are lightweight or implicit [27]. Developing ontologies from scratch is time-intensive and labor-intensive; an alternative way is to discover latent semantic relationships semi-automatically from user behavior and metadata [19]. When compared to manually built ontologies, the relations and concepts discovered from metadata and logs are easy-to-get, up-to-date, and consistent with metadata, although they maintain a lack of quality control. No workflow has been proposed to translate a raw user query into a set of formatted easy-to-understanding semantic components. To meet this gap, we propose a query understanding framework to better interpret users’ search intent by using vocabulary relationships mined from metadata and user query logs for query expansion.

This paper introduces the framework and relevant research in the following fashion: Section 3 introduces the data that were used in the experiment. Section 4 describes the conceptual framework of query understanding and the method of each step. Section 5 presents the experiments, and Section 6 discusses the result and evaluation. The final section offers key findings and discusses future research.

3. Data

Two types of data are collected to train models in the proposed query understanding framework. The first, geospatial metadata, provides information that describes geospatial data in details (e.g., long name, short name, description, processing level, sensor, platform, category, term, topic, spatial/temporal resolution, start/end date of the dataset records) (Figure 1). Data publishers (e.g., Distributed Active Archive Center, DAAC, data engineers) usually provide metadata to help users find data and applications efficiently and accurately.

![Figure 1. A sample PO.DAAC metadata.](Aquarius_Celestial_Sky_Microwave_Emission_Map_Ancillary_Dataset_V1.0_04)

The second, data portal usage logs, records a user’s interaction with the Web portal. A Web usage record in combined log format consists of client IP address, request date/time, page requested, HTTP code, bytes, referrer, and user-agent (Figure 2) [28]. Collectively, they identify users, track
clicking behavior, and reflect search trends [29]. Logs can also be mined to find the implicit semantic relationship among geospatial vocabularies [30].

This research uses the Physical Oceanography Distributed Active Archive Center (PO.DAAC) metadata and the Web usage logs. PO.DAAC Metadata are harvested from the PO.DAAC website through its Web service API (https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/ws) and the user logs are provided by PO.DAAC. The PO.DAAC serves the Earth science community with NASA’s ocean and climate data, including measurements focused on ocean surface topography, sea surface temperature, ocean winds, sea surface salinity, gravity, ocean circulation, and sea ice. All of the publicly available collection-level metadata are harvested from the PO.DAAC Web server. The PO.DAAC metadata are in Directory Interchange Format (DIF), a standard format in NASA Earth Science Data Systems [31]. In addition, the PO.DAAC Web portal usage logs are provided for vocabulary analysis.

4. Methodology

4.1. Query Understanding Framework Architecture

The conceptual query understanding framework has four components: spatial and temporal parsing; concept recognition; name entity recognition; and, semantic query expansion (Figure 3). Spatial and temporal parsing extracts spatial bounding box and temporal range from a query. Concept recognition isolates domain phrases from the query, and name entity recognition focuses on identifying entities, like people, place, and organization within a query. Finally, query expansion adds additional phrases (e.g., synonyms) to expand the original query. For a given query, the spatial bounding box (coordinates of northeast and southwest points of the spatial range) and time range are detected, and a query remainder is sent to the concept recognition module for domain phrase detection. For example, “pacific ocean” and “2003–2010” in the input query “sea surface temperature level 3 pacific ocean 2003–2010” are identified as spatial bounding box and time range, while “sea surface temperature” and “level 3” are domain phrases. The name entity recognition module recognizes “sea surface temperature” and “level 3” as a variable and processing level. The query expansion module augments extracted phrases with their synonyms and acronyms learned from Web usage logs and metadata. For example, “sea surface temperature” in the query is converted to “sea surface temperature OR sst”. Once all of the spatial-temporal features, domain phrases, entities, synonyms, and acronyms are detected, the original query is converted to a new one, and the top k results are retrieved by the search engine while using the rewritten query.
4.2. Spatial and Temporal Parsing

Spatial bounding box and temporal range are two important factors in Earth data discovery. Two off-the-shelf tools are used in this framework. For geospatial parsing, an open source geocoding package [32] (Google Geocoding API client) converts the address in the unstructured query to latitudes and longitudes of spatial bounding box of the address. The Google Geocoding API [33] provides geocoding and reverse geocoding of addresses. Geocoding is the process of converting addresses into geographic coordinates to place the markers on a map [33].

The temporal attributes of geographical metadata (e.g., release date, coverage time) are structurally formatted. However, the date in the user query is often written in unstructured natural language, which is unmatched to the format of date in the relevant metadata. The solution is Dateparser [34], an open source python library for temporal parsing. Dateparser translates specific dates (e.g., 20 August 2018) into a DateTime object as the same date format metadata use to retrieve data falling into the time range.

Given a query, Google Geocoding API and Dateparser sequentially detect the spatial and temporal components. Although Google Geocoding API and Dateparser were selected to detect and transform spatial and temporal attributes in the framework, the two software packages are replaceable with similar open-source software, commercial software, or customized spatial and temporal parsers to accurately and efficiently parse spatial and temporal terms from a query.

4.3. Concept Recognition

In general, geospatial data search engines regard input queries as a bag of words without considering the order and returns results, which include at least one word in the query. For example, if a user searches “sea surface temperature”, the engine returns links to pages containing sea, surface, and/or temperature. For an Earth scientist, the real intent is searching the sea surface temperature products. If “sea surface temperature” is detected as a phrase, the search engine retrieves more relevant data to the query. To fill the gap between the query and a user’s real search intent, some geospatial data search engines boost search capability with customized configurations. The PO.DAAC data portal supports "Google-like" query syntax, i.e., quoting a set of words to search for datasets that contain the keyword phrase [2]. GeoNetwork provides portal configuration, in which users can edit search filter parameter with Lucene parser syntax. When combined with the metadata indexing strategy, such a kind of search filters could support phrase query and more complicated searches [35]. Although these functionalities improve search capability of data portals, data consumers need to spend time on learning related knowledge or know existing syntaxes that support composite searches. Two n-gram models trained from metadata in advance for concept recognition are used to extract terms in the query automatically to match the corpus to improve this.

Figure 3. A conceptual framework for query understanding.
In the field of computational linguistics, an n-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given sample of text or speech. An n-gram model models such kind of contiguous sequence [36] and bigrams and trigrams are two popular n-gram models. Bigrams are possible word pairs in a sentence that formed from neighbouring words, while trigrams are possible combinations of three consecutive words [37]. With an n-gram model, contiguous sequence of n items recorded in it can be detected from a given sample of text. The concept recognition module relies on bigrams and trigrams models to capture terminologies that consist of two or three words from an input query. To prepare the bigrams and trigrams models for the concept recognition implementation, Gensim, [38], which is a free vector space and topic modeling toolkit designed to process the unstructured texts, train a bigram and a trigram model from PO.DAAC metadata with two parameters. The first, “min_count”, is for any word or bigram to be ignored if its occurrence is lower than this pre-defined value. The lower the value is, more phrases are kept. The second, “phrase threshold”, represents a threshold for forming the phrases. The higher the threshold, fewer phrases are detected. For example, a phrase of words a and b is accepted as a bigram if (count (a, b)−min_count) * N/(count (a) * count (b)) > phrase threshold, where N is the total vocabulary size and count(a) is the number of occurrences of a in the corpus.

The bigram and trigram model trained by Gensim can learn most two or three words phrases in the PO.DAAC metadata. When the search engine receives a query, the two pre-trained n-gram models work sequentially to translate the user input to domain phrases that are captured in the models. The extracted phrases are then passed to the query expansion module (Section 4.5) (Figure 4).

![Figure 4. Workflow of concept recognition.](image-url)

4.4. Named Entity Recognition

Geospatial search query consists of significant entities, including geophysical variable, version, sensor, and processing level, etc. In addition to the query input search box geospatial data portals usually provide filters (e.g., processing level, sensors) to narrow the search context. With search filters, users can filter and customize search results to certain content types, e.g., to only obtain images as search results on Google, to get data only in NetCDF format from the PO.DAAC data portal. If these entities are automatically detected from user queries, it is unnecessary for a user to set filters to help the search engine efficiently retrieve datasets. When a user sets filters, entities recognized from a query can support filter verification. For example, when a user searches “sea surface temperature level 2”, but sets the processing level filter to “level 3”, the search engine cannot return datasets of processing level 2. The processing level detected from the input query in this example can help the search engine to figure out the issue by either changing the filter to “level 2” or giving prompts about the mismatch between query and filter settings.

Name entity recognition is a process where an algorithm identifies specific types of nouns from a string of text [39]. While people, places, and organizations are the most common types of entities a NER algorithm detects, a NER algorithm can also recognize user-defined entities with the trained data. In our research, pre-defined entities fall in following types: variable, parameter, processing level, version, collection, and sensor. Queries with entities manually labeled by domain experts are expensive.
and ineffective to collect. Thus, this research proposes a method that automatically generates train data from metadata attributes to train a customized NER model.

Each metadata attribute belongs to one of the following categories: entity attribute; query attribute; and, irrelevant attribute. Irrelevant attributes are ignored. Entity attributes (e.g., metadata processing level) serves as phrases sources to entities. For example, the processing level entity consists of level 1, level 2, level 2p, level 3, and level 4 in PO.DAAC metadata. The query attributes provide numerous query-like sentences or expressions. Entities that are discovered from entity attributes are labeled in these sentences for training. Many metadata fields are regarded as query attributes (e.g., short name, long name, title of citation). A NER model is trained with the Stanford CoreNLP package [40], an open source software providing various Natural Language Processing tools. This research focuses on incorporating the advanced research in computer science with existing geospatial data to solve issues in Earth science. For an input query, the NER model recognizes user-defined entities, which are leveraged to automatically set or optimize filters (Figure 5).

![Figure 5. Workflow of named entity recognition (NER) train data preparation, train, and prediction.](image)

### 4.5. Query Expansion

The query expansion module rewrites the original user query by adding synonyms and acronyms of phrases existing in a knowledge base learned from user query logs and metadata (Figure 6). The knowledge base stores the semantic similarity between domain vocabularies that are computed by a similarity calculator ingesting metadata and Web usage logs. Queries in historical usages logs and terminologies in metadata attributes are the two sources for vocabularies in the knowledge base. For queries, the hypothesis of measuring their similarity is if two queries are similar: (1) they would co-occur in distinct users’ search history more frequently and (2) the overlap between datasets clicked after searching the two queries would be larger in the context of large-scale clickstream data. The assumption of measuring terminologies similarity is that two vocabularies have a higher probability of appearing in the same metadata if they are similar to each other. Accordingly, query-user, query-data, and terminology-data co-occurrence matrices are constructed from user logs and metadata for similarity calculation. The Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [41] is applied to these co-occurrence matrices to discover hidden semantic relations among vocabularies that consist of queries and terminologies. The independent vocabulary similarity scores derived from the three matrices validate each other and become more credible if integrated while using borda voting to a final score ranging from 0 (i.e., no relation) to 1 (i.e., identical). These scores are stored in the knowledge base and periodically updated to learn new knowledge introduced by new metadata or interaction data [30,42]. The user input query is expanded by adding the highly related terms to extracted phrases with similarity scores greater than a threshold (e.g., 0.95) (Figure 6). With the extended query the search engine retrieve datasets relevant to the query, but do not contain phrases in the original query. For example, given a query “sea level pressure”, the search engine cannot retrieve documents, including the acronym “SLP”. If the
relation between the two terms is uncovered from metadata and user, the query is rewritten to “sea level pressure” or “SLP” to improve the recall of the search engine.

![Figure 6. Workflow of query expansion.](image)

5. System Design and Experiment

5.1. System Design

The system works in the following nine steps:

1. In pre-processing, the system collects raw Web usage logs and metadata.
2. Vocabulary similarity database is computed from query logs and metadata [30].
3. Bigram and trigram models are trained from description field in the metadata with Gensim.
4. A NER model is trained with Standford CoreNLP APIs for select entities including variable, term, processing level, version, collection, and sensor.
5. With these pre-trained models, the query understanding framework can parse corresponding information from a query.
6. After receiving a query, the framework extracts the spatial and temporal bounding box from the query calling Google Geocoding API and Dateparser function.
7. The corresponding spatial and temporal phrases are removed from the query and other parts of the query are passed to the bigram model, trigram model, and NER model for phrases and name entities recognition.
8. Detected phrases are expanded with highly related terms by calling the Restful query expansion API in the query expansion module.
9. The query understanding framework converts the original query to a rewritten query, which define the spatial-temporal context and real intent of a query (Figure 7)”.

We intentionally made this system process independent from ocean science so the metadata, domain phrases, name entities, and synonyms can be easily changed for other domains for adaptability.

5.2. Experiment Setup

Before training models are called in the query understanding framework, metadata and logs were collected as the train data. Publicly available, collection-level PO.DAAC metadata are harvested from the PO.DAAC Web portal through its Web service API. Private portal user logs were provided by the data center as another source of knowledge. The collected metadata are in Directory Interchange Format (DIF) that was recommended by NASA Earth Science Data systems and contain descriptive information, such as organization, category, topic, term, sensor, platform, and description. User logs record users’ behavior in the portal, such as searching a query, downloading a data during a time period.
In the concept recognition module, the values of “min_count” and “phrase_threshold” in Gensim toolkit are set to 5 and 10, respectively, to build bigram and trigrams models while using the content of metadata description as input. In the name entity recognition step, some metadata attributes were selected as the entity attribute sources and some were regarded as query attributes. Six PO.DAAC metadata attributes (i.e., “DatasetParameter-Variable”, “DatasetParameter-Term”, “Dataset-ProcessingLevel”, “DatasetVersion-Version”, “Collection-ShortName”, and “DatasetSource-Sensor-ShortName”) serve as entity attributes summarizing the unique phrases for the six user-defined name entities. Expressions and sentences in query attributes (i.e., “Dataset-LongName”, “DatasetCitation-Title”, and “Dataset-Description”) are regarded as independent queries. Phrases in these independent queries are labeled with the six types of name entities. Expressions and sentences with labeled information are transformed to a certain format and then passed to the Stanford NLP software for training a NER model. For the query expansion module, a vocabulary similarity database was computed from metadata and usage logs and a RESTful Web service is published to derive highly-related terms for a given phrase. After these models were pre-trained, the query-understanding framework can aid query understanding in the PO.DAAC portal.

A set of synthetic queries are populated from PO.DAAC logs, in which user input query and corresponding filters that narrow the search are combined as a synthetic query, to evaluate the accuracy of the query understanding framework. For these synthetic queries generated from PO.DAAC query logs, NASA and NOAA scientists were invited to evaluate the parsing result of each step in the query understanding tool while using a four-point scale consisting of “Excellent”, “Good”, “Bad”, and “Null”:

- Null means the original query does not contain the corresponding fields (e.g., location, time terms).
- Bad indicates the tool fails to detect the corresponding phrase in a step at all (e.g., failing to recognize “sea surface temperature” as a phrase in the concept recognition step).
- Good is used to mark the understanding results that locate somewhere between “Excellent” and “Bad”, and it represents the query understanding tool partially captures the search intent in one step (e.g., detecting both “sea surface temperature” and “group high resolution” as phrases or detecting “sea surface temperature” as a phrase, but failing to identify “ocean circulation” as phrases in the concept recognition step).
- Excellent demonstrates that the tool successfully achieves its objective in one step (e.g., labeling “sea surface temperature” as variable in the name entity recognition step).

Excellent demonstrates that the tool successfully achieves its objective in one step (e.g., labeling “sea surface temperature” as variable in the name entity recognition step).

Excellent demonstrates that the tool successfully achieves its objective in one step (e.g., labeling “sea surface temperature” as variable in the name entity recognition step).

Excellent demonstrates that the tool successfully achieves its objective in one step (e.g., labeling “sea surface temperature” as variable in the name entity recognition step).

Excellent demonstrates that the tool successfully achieves its objective in one step (e.g., labeling “sea surface temperature” as variable in the name entity recognition step).

Qualitatively analyzing the results of a sample query and quantitatively calculating the overall accuracy of different modules in the framework for a collection of synthetic queries that were populated from logs are utilized to estimate accuracy evaluation.
6. Results and Discussion

A total of 389 unique user queries are extracted from logs, of which 169 contain either spatial coverage information or temporal search range, these synthetic queries are chosen for quantitative evaluation.

6.1. Qualitative Evaluation on a Sample Query

The parsing results of query “sea surface temperature modis level 2 Pacific Ocean in March 3rd, 2004” is achieved with the geo tab showing the latitude and longitude of the northeast and southwest points of the Pacific Ocean as a spatial bounding box to filter datasets that are located inside the spatial range (Figure 8). “3 March 2004” in the query is converted to “03/03/2004:00:00:00” for time comparison. Three phrases (i.e., “sea surface temperature”, “modis”, “level 2”) are detected from the query, and similar phrases to these phrases are added to the query. Phrases in the original query are rewritten to “sea surface temperature” or “sst” or “ghrsst” or “ocean temperature” and “modis” and “level 2” to improve the search recall and precision. The tool also found that the query consists of three entities, in which “sea surface temperature” is a variable, “level 2” is a processing level, and “modis” is a sensor. The three entities are automatically applied to filters to narrow the search scope.

![Figure 8. Query understanding result of a sample query.](image_url)

6.2. Quantitative Evaluation on a Set of Synthetic Queries

Table 1 shows part of the synthetic queries and the intermediate results of each step. The first column lists original queries. The next five columns show spatial bounding box, time range, phrase, entity, and expanded phrases in turn. Note that N/A in the table means the original query does not contain the corresponding field, and W/A indicates that the query has words or terms belonging to that field, but the tool does not detect them, which will be evaluated as “bad”, since the information has not been successfully discovered. If the spatial bounding box and temporal range are correctly detected, their values will be converted to longitude, latitude, and time object. The concept recognition column shows the phrases that were extracted from the query. In the table, most phrases are accurately detected, such as “ocean waves” and “Pacific Ocean”. Name entity recognition column displays all user-defined entities that were recognized from the query. In the name entity recognition column, the pre-trained NER model recognizes entities from most queries successfully. For example, “quikscat” and “ghrsst” were recognized as “collection” entity and “sea surface temperature” is detected as “variable” entity, but, in the last row, the model failed to detect “sea surface topography” as a “parameter” entity.
Query expansion column demonstrates phrases whose similarity to phrases extracted from original query are not smaller than a predefined threshold. The higher the threshold, the less noise and fewer phrases will be added into the expansion list. In our experiment, the threshold is set to 0.9 and these phrases with a similarity larger than 0.9 to extracted phrases in the query were added to the original query for query expansion.

Table 1. Query understanding results of five synthetic queries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Synthetic Query</th>
<th>Spatial Boundary Box</th>
<th>Temporal Range</th>
<th>Concept Recognition</th>
<th>**Name Entity Recognition</th>
<th>***Query Expansion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quikscat 08/31/2014-19:30:00.000z to 09/20/2014-19:30:00.000z</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>08/31/2014-19:30 to 09/20/2014-19:30</td>
<td>quikscat</td>
<td>(collection)</td>
<td>sea wind (0.93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghrsst global</td>
<td>W/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>ghrsst, global</td>
<td>(collection)</td>
<td>sea surface temperature (1.0), ghrsst (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>radar Pacific Ocean</td>
<td>59.4822, 66.5190, 77.8225, 128.5764</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>radar, Pacific Ocean</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>sigma naught (1.0), spectral engineering (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group high resolution sea surface temperature dataset global</td>
<td>W/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>group high resolution, sea surface temperature, global</td>
<td>sea surface temperature (variable)</td>
<td>ghrsst (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sea surface topography significant wave height netcdf ocean waves global</td>
<td>W/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>significant wave height, ocean waves, global</td>
<td>W/A</td>
<td>sea surface height (1.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* N/A means the corresponding value is not provided in the original query; W/A means the value has not been successfully detected. ** In the name entity recognition column, terms in the parenthesis are the detected entity of corresponding phrases. *** In the last column, the numbers in parenthesis indicates the similar scores between the phrase to a concept in the synthetic query.

A stacked bar graph is used to divide the evaluation results and compare the parts to the whole. Each bar in the chart represents the whole evaluation data, and segments in the bar represent data falling in different categories (Figure 9). Removing the queries that lack the corresponding field for each metric (Figure 10) shows that the percentages of evaluation labeled as “good” and “excellent” are larger than 80%, except for spatial range, which indicates that the proposed query understanding tool performs well. Although more than 50% of spatial parsing result is marked as “bad”, all errors are caused by the same issue (i.e., the spatial term “global” in the query cannot be parsed to coordinates by the Google Geocoding API). Similarly, all of the time range terms are converted to time objects, because all of them have the same formats as “2014-08-31T19:30:00.000Z to 2014-09-20T19:30:00.000Z”. The phrases are successfully recognized in about 90% queries, since the bigram and trigram models detect most phrases in the corpus. Customized entities are accurately recognized from around 80% queries. More than 70% query expansion results are regarded as “good” or “excellent”, and the quality of query expansion depends on the frequency a query occurs in the metadata and Web usage logs. In summary, the overall percentage of “excellent” and “good” for each metric indicates that the proposed query understanding framework captures the intent of a query.
Figure 9. Evaluation of valid query understanding results of 169 synthetic queries.

Figure 10. Evaluation of valid query understanding results of 169 synthetic queries.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

Query understanding focuses on the beginning of the search process and it is significant for capturing a user’s search intent. This research reports our findings on a comprehensive query understanding solution to fill the intent gap in Earth data discovery and using oceanographic data query as an example.

- Qualitative and quantitative evaluation indicates a query understanding framework consisting of spatial and temporal parsing, concept recognition, name entity recognition, and query expansion can capture a user’s intent.
- N-gram models trained from metadata can detect reasonable phrases from a query.
- Metadata attributes and descriptions serve as valuable sources to train a customized NER model for user-defined entities. The NER model can recognize the name entities from a query for filters correction or supplement.
• A vocabulary similarity knowledge base built from metadata and Web usage logs provide acronyms and synonyms to phrases detected from the original query.

Although we used ocean science data as example here, other domain data can be handled similarly with easily replacing of metadata, synonyms, and domain phrases, name entities in a flexible fashion, as noted in the architecture (Figure 6) section. Each component in the framework can be improved or replaced with better solutions, respectively, in the future research. One limitation of the proposed framework is that phrases containing more than three words are undetected. The state-of-the-art methods (e.g., CNN or convolutional neural network) model could solve this problem when enough train data are available, instead of simply increasing the number of n in the n-gram model [43]. Another limitation concerns the complexity of the user input query. The proposed tool concentrates on the phrases and entities in the query and it is unable to understand more complicated queries (e.g., “what is the temperature data at 700 m higher than the sea surface?”). In the current research, the spatial and temporal parsing module simply relies on open source APIs. In future research, more spatial and temporal parsing tools can be integrated to provide comprehensive search capability with customized configuration, e.g., converting ocean names to polygons for spatial matching. In addition, customized spatial and temporal parsing tools can be developed to improve the accuracy of the spatiotemporal parsing results. Future research will also integrate the query understanding tool into Big Earth data analytics frameworks [44,45] and Earth science data centers to make the search function of the existing systems operational.
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